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Edgeworth expansions which are local in one coordinate and global in the rest of the coor-
dinates are obtained for sums of independent but not identically distributed random vectors.
Expansions for conditional probabilities are deduced from these. Both lattice and continuous
conditioning variables are considered. The results are then applied to derive Edgeworth
expansions for bootstrap distributions, for Bayesian bootstrap distribution, and for the
distributions of statistics based on samples from finite populations. This results in a unified
theory of Edgeworth expansions for resampling procedures. The Bayesian bootstrap is shown
to be second order correct for smooth positive ``priors,'' whenever the third cumulant of the
``prior'' is equal to the third power of its standard deviation. Similar results are established for
weighted bootstrap when the weights are constructed from random variables with a lattice
distribution. � 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let [a1, N , ..., aN, N] be a sequence of row vectors in Rk. Let [Yj] be a
sequence of i.i.d. random variables. We obtain Edgeworth expansions for

P \ :
N

j=1

aj, N(Yj&E(Yj)) # H, :
N

j=1

Yj=n+ ,
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when Y1 has a lattice distribution. Such a result is a combination of global
and local expansions. The result does not follow from any of the known
expansions on lattice or strongly non-lattice structures, as the vector con-
sidered is neither. From this, expansions for conditional probabilities

P \ :
N

j=1

aj, N(Yj&E(Yj)) # H } :
N

j=1

Yj=n+ , (1)

are derived using local expansions for P(�N
j=1 Yj=n).

In a fundamental paper Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978) have demon-
strated that Edgeworth expansions for a wide class of statistics can be
derived from Edgeworth expansions for multivariate sample means. This
technique has been used by Babu and Singh (1983, 1984) to show the supe-
riority of the bootstrap method and by Babu and Singh (1985) to obtain
Edgeworth expansions for the ratio statistic and similar statistics based on
samples from finite populations. The method is also used by Babu and
Singh (1989) to obtain global Edgewoorth expansions for functions of
means of random vectors, when one of the coordinates has a lattice dis-
tribution and the remaining part of the vector has a strongly non-lattice
distribution. In this paper we concentrate on sample means of k-variate
random vectors. The Edgeworth expansions for smooth functions of multi-
variate sample means follow from similar expansions for multivariate
means as in Bhattacharya and Ghosh (1978).

We shall also consider the case where Y1 is absolutely continuous and
obtain Edgeworth expansion for (�N

j=1 aj, N Yj)�(�N
j=1 Yj). Whenever the

density hN of a sum of non-identically distributed random vectors
(�N

j=1 aj, N(Yj&E(Yj)), �N
j=1 Yj) exists, we use the notation

P(H, z; N)=|
H

hN(x, z) dx. (2)

In order to get Edgeworth expansions for (2), we require a result similar
to Theorem 19.3 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986) with a better
error estimate, under assumptions weaker than their condition (19.29).
Condition (19.29) is too stringent for the applications considered in this
paper. The main results are stated in Section 2. Applications of these results
to the classical bootstrap, Bayesian bootstrap, weighted bootstrap, and to
the estimators based on samples drawn without replacement from a finite
population, are given in Section 3. Brief sketches of the proofs of the main
results are presented in Section 4. Technical lemmas required in the proofs
of the theorems are given in the Appendix. Lemma 5 in the Appendix
describes a sieve method, which is used to obtain bounds for the integral
of a characteristic function.
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2. MAIN RESULTS

We introduce some notation before stating the results. Let f� denote the
characteristic function of a non-degenerate random variable Y1 . To simplify
the notation we drop the subscript N from aj, N and denote it by aj instead.
Let x=(x1 , ..., xk) denote a row vector in Rk. For any integer r�1, let
,r(z1 , ..., zr)=(2?)&r�2 exp(&2&1 �r

i=1 z2
i ) and ,=,1 . For a real valued

measurable function h on Rk, $>0 and S�3, let

Mh, s=sup
x

|h(x)| (1+&x&)&s,

|(h, $, x)= sup
&x&x&<$

|h(x)&h(z)|, and |(h, $)=| |(h, $, x) ,k(x) dx.

Furthermore let

+=E(Y1), _2=Var(Y1)>0, #3=E(Y1&+)3 _&3, (3)

V 2
N=N&1 :

N

j=1

a$jaj , yn=(n&N+)�_ - N, (4)

and for any row vector t let

dN(t)=N &1 :
N

j=1

eita$j . (5)

Note that aj need not be centered in defining the matrix V 2
N . Later in the

statements of the theorems, �N
j=1 aj is assumed to be =0.

Under the assumptions of the theorems stated below, V 2
N is positive

definite for all large N; see (35) of the Appendix. Hence there exists a non-
singular matrix V &1

N such that (V &1
N ) V 2

NV&1
N is the identity matrix. Define

UN= :
N

j=1

aj V &1
j Yj �(_ - N) and WN= :

N

j=1

(Yj&+)�(_ - N). (6)

Motivation for considering UN comes from the bootstrap methodology.
Suppose [Yj] denotes a sequence of i.i.d. Poisson random variables with
mean 1, and aj=Xj&X� N , where Xj are univariate random variables, and
X� N=N&1 �N

j=1 Xj . Then UN=- N (X� *N&X� N)�SN denotes the bootstrapped
version of the standardized quantity - N (X� N&+x)�_x , where +x and _x

denote the mean and standard deviation of X1 , and SN denotes the sample
standard deviation. More details on this special case will be provided in
Section 3.
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We now describe the polynomials Qr, N in (k+1) variables, that appear
in Edgeworth expansions,

�s, N=,k+1+ :
s&2

r=1

N &r�2Qr, N,k+1 , (7)

which in turn occur in the theorems. Let

2m=(&1)m N &1 :
N

j=1
\Dk+1+ :

k

i=1

cji Di+
m

denote a differential operator, where Di=���xi , xi is the i th coordinate of
x, Dk+1=���y and cji denotes the i th coordinate of the vector cj=ajV &1

N .
Now define Qr, N(x, y) by

Qr, N(x, y)=(,k+1(x, y))&1 \:* `
r

m=1

1
rm ! \

#m+22m+2

(m+2)! +
rm

,k+1(x, y)+ ,

(8)

where �* denotes the sum over all non-negative integers rm satisfying
�1�m�r mrm=r.

In particular Qr, N in (8) for r=1 is given by

Q1, N(x, y)=
#3

6 \6 :
j� j<m<r�k

Aj, m, r xjxmxr+3 :
j� j{r�k

Aj, j, r(x2
j &1) xr

+ :
k

j=1

Aj, j, j (x3
j &3xj)+3(&x&2&k) y+( y3&3y)+ ,

=
#3

6 \ :
N

i=1

((ci x$)3&3(ci1$)2 (cix$))+3(&x&2&k) y+( y3&3y)+ ,

(9)

where 1=(1, ..., 1), and Ai, m, r=N&1 �N
i=1 cijcim cir and #3 is defined in (3).

If k=1, then the first two sums in the definition of Q1, N do not appear.
If k=2, then the first sum in the definition of Q1, N does not appear.

If Y1 has a lattice distribution, then without loss of generality, we assume
that its span is 1. In this case, let FN(H, n)=P(UN # H, WN= yn). We now
state the main results.

Theorem 1. Suppose Y1 has a lattice distribution with span 1 and
�N

j=1 aj=0. For some M>0 and an integer s�3, let E |Y1 | s<�, and
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�N
j=1 &aj&

s<MN for all N. Suppose that for any 0<K<L<�, there
exists a #=#(K, L)<1 such that

lim sup
N � �

sup
k�&t&�LN (s&3)

|DN(t)|<#. (10)

Then for any real valued measurable function h on Rk satisfying Mh, s<�,
we have

} |Rk
h(x)(_ - N FN(dx, n)&�s, N(x, yn) dx) }
=o(Mh, sN &(s&2)�2)+O(|(h, $N)),

uniformly in yn for some $N=o(N&(s&2)�2).

Remark 1. If Crame� r's condition holds for the common distribution of
a sequence [Xj] of i.i.d. random vectors, and if ai=Xi&N&1 �N

j=1 Xj ,
then by Lemma 2 of Babu and Singh (1984), condition (10) holds with
probability 1 for all s�3. If the distribution, which assigns mass 1�N to
each of the points a1 , ..., aN , converges weakly to a strongly non-lattice
distribution, then condition (10) holds with s=3. It can be shown, under
condition (10), that the eigenvalues of VN are bounded and bounded away
from 0. So if (10) holds, then it also holds when aj is replaced by ajV &1

N .

If Y1 has lattice distribution with span 1, then let

FN(H | yn)=FN(H, n)�PN(n),

where

PN(n)=P(WN= yn)=P \ :
N

j=1

Yj=n+ .

By Theorem 13 on local Edgeworth expansions on pages 205�206 of
Petrov (1975), we have

_ - N PN(n)&`s, N( yn)=o(N&(s&2)�2), (11)

uniformly in yn , where

`s, N( y)=,( y)+ :
s&2

j=1

N& j�2qj ( y) ,( y), (12)

and qj are certain linear combinations of Chebyshev�Hermite polynomials.
See equation (1.14) on page 139 of Petrov (1975) for details. In particular

q1( y)= 1
6#3( y3&3y),
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where #3 is the 3rd cumulant of Y1 �_ defined in (3). By Taylor series
method we can expand the ratio �s, N(x, y)�`s, N( y) in terms of powers of
N&1�2. Let �� s, N(x | y) denote the sum of the terms of the ratio involving
N&r�2 for non-negative integers r�s&2. Theorem 2 of Babu and Singh
(1984) is a consequence of Remark 1 and Theorem 2 below.

Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we have for any G>0,

sup
| yn|�G } |Rk

h(x)(FN(dx | yn)&�� s, N(x | yn) dx) }
=o(Mh, sN &(s&2)�2)+O(|(h, $N)),

for some $N=o(N&(s&2)�2).

We now consider the continuous case. If the characteristic function f� of
the distribution of Y1 satisfies

| | f� (t)| r dt<� (13)

for some r>0, then by Theorem 4.1 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986),
WN has a bounded continuous density pN for all large N. By Theorem 15 on
local Edgeworth expansions on pages 206-207 of Petrov (1975), we have

pN( y)&`s, N( y)=o(N &(s&2)�2), (14)

uniformly in y, where `s, N is given in (12). If (13) holds, then the density
fN of (UN , WN) exists for all large N. Let f� N(x | y)= fN(x, y)�pN( y).

For the continuous case, we do not need the full force of condition (10).
Instead a weaker version (15) stated in Theorem 3 is sufficient.

Theorem 3. Suppose (13) holds for some r>0, and �N
j=1 aj=0. For

some M>0 and an integer s�3, let E |Y1 | s<�, and �N
j=1 &aj&

s<NM
for all N. Suppose for any 0<K<L<�, there exists a #=#(K, L)<1
satisfying

lim sup
N � �

sup
K�&t&�L

|dN(t)|<#. (15)

Then we have

|
Rk+1

(1+&(x, y)&)s | fN(x, y)&�s, N(x, y)| dx dy=o(N&(s&2)�2), (16)
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and uniformly in y,

|
Rk

(1+&x&)s | fN(x, y)&�s, N(x, y)| dx=o(N &(s&2)�2). (17)

Theorem 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, we have for any G>0,

sup
| y|�G

|
Rk

(1+&x&)s | f� N(x | y)&�� s, N(x | y)| dx=o(N&(s&2)�2).

If h is an indicator function of a set, then the normal measure of the $N

neighborhood of the boundary of the set will enter into the error term.
Thus local variations of h influence the error term, in Theorems 1 and 2.
On the other hand, when the density fN of the distribution of (UN , WN)
exists, these variations will not have much influence on the error term, only
an upper bound of h matters. Thus h(x, y) is replaced by terms such as
1+&(x, y)&s and 1+&x&s in Theorems 3 and 4.

We now study the expansions of the distribution F o
N of N+UN�(�N

j=1 Yj)
given �N

j=1 Yj>0. We also study the expansions of its density f o
N , if it

exists. Note that if the density exists, then

f o
N(x)=| fN(x(1+(_�+ - N) y), y)(1+(_�+ - N) y)k dy, (18)

and if Y1 has a lattice distribution, then

F o
N(x)= :

�

n=1

FN(x(1+(_�+ - N) yn), n)<P \ :
N

j=1

Yj>0+ ,

where yn is defined in (4). To describe the formal expansion �c
s, N of f o

N we
first use Taylor series method to expand � �s, N(x(1+(_�+ - N) y), y)
(1+(_�+ - N) y)k dy in terms of powers of 1�- N. Let �c

s, N denote the sum
of the terms involving N &r�2 for nonnegative integers r�s&2. Similarly,
the density �d

s, N of the formal expansion of F o
N is the (s&1) term Taylor

expansion, in terms of 1�- N, of the function (1�- N _) ��
n=1 �s, N(x(1+

(_�+ - N) yn), yn)(1+(_�+ - N) yn)k. It can be verified easily that
�c

3, N=�d
3, N . The next two theorems give expansions f o

N and F o
N .

Theorem 5. Suppose P(Y1>0)=1 and the conditions of Theorem 3 are
satisfied. Then we have

|
Rk

(1+&x&)s | f o
N(x)&�c

s, N(x)| dx=o(N&(s&2)�2).
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Theorem 6. Suppose P(Y1�0)=1 and the conditions of Theorem 1 are
satisfied. Then we have

|
Rk

h(x)(F o
N(dx)&�d

s, N dx)=o(Mh, sN&(s&3)�2)+O(- N |(h, $N)),

where $N=o(N &(s&2)�2).

Remark 2. Note that the error term in Theorem 6 is not as sharp as
the one given in Theorem 1. For many applications the given error
estimates are adequate as Y1 will have enough moments. However, with
some tedious analysis it may be possible to improve the error term.

Remark 3. It can be verified that the one-term Edgeworth expansions
are given by

�3, N(x, y)=(1+N &1�2Q1, N(x, y)) ,k+1(x, y), (19)

�� 3, N(x | y)=(1+N &1�2(Q1, N(x, y)&(#3 �6)( y3&3y))) ,k(x), (20)

�c
3, N(x)=(1+N &1�2Q1, N(x, 0)) ,k(x)=�� 3, N(x | 0). (21)

Remark 4. From the proofs of the results, it follows that the error
bounds, appearing in the conclusions of the theorems as $N , o( ) and
O( )-term, depend only on _1 and M1 , whenever

E |Y1 | s�M1<� and _�_1>0. (22)

So in particular, the bounds in Theorems 1�2 hold uniformly for all lattice
random variables Y1 with span 1, as long as (22) holds.

3. APPLICATIONS

The following examples illustrate the applicability of Edgeworth expan-
sions for conditional probabilities. For the applications considered in this
section we use the notation, X� N=N&1 �N

j=1 Xj and aj=Xj&X� N , where Xj

is a row vector in Rk. If Xj are univariate random variables, then in addi-
tion, we use the notation

+x=E(X1), _x=- Var(X1), and s2
N=

1
N

:
N

j=1

(Xj&X� N)2.

I. Sampling without Replacement from a Finite Population

Suppose [Y1 , ..., YN] are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with P(Y1=1)=
n�N. If �N

j=1 Yj=n, then �N
j=1 XjYj represents the sum of n items sampled
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without replacement from a finite population X1 , ..., XN , and yn=
((n&NP(Y1=1))�(_ - N))=0. Following a direct approach, Babu and
Singh (1985) derived a one-term Edgeworth expansion for the mean of a
sample from a finite population. The present methods give us an s-term
Edgeworth expansion for any integer s�1. Suppose x� n denotes the mean
of the n sampled units and $�n�N�1&$ for some 0<$<1�2. If condi-
tion (10) holds, and if �N

j=1 &Xj&
s<MN for some M>0 and an integer

s�3, then from Theorem 2 and Remark 4, we can get an (s&2)-term
Edgeworth expansion for �n=(nN�(N&n))1�2 (x� n&X� N) V &1

N . The dis-
tribution of �n is the conditional distribution of UN given WN= yn=0. By
(9) and (20), the one-term Edgeworth expansion is given by

�� 3, N(x | 0)=\1+ 1
6 (2n&N)(nN(N&n))&1�2 \ :

k

j=1

Aj, j, j (x3
j &3xj)

+3 :
1� j{r�k

Aj, j, r(x2
j &1) xr

+6 :
1� j<m<r�k

Aj, m, rxjxmxr++ ,k(x).

In the univariate case (when k=1), the last two sums above vanish and we
are left with

�� 3, N(x | 0)=1+
2p&1

6 - Np(1& p)

(1�N) �N
j=1 a3

j

((1�N) �N
j=1 a2

j )3�2 (x3&3x), (23)

where p=n�N. For related results on the sub-sample method see Babu
(1992). It is interesting to note that (23) agrees with the one-term empirical
Edgeworth expansion in the i.i.d. situation, provided p=n�Nr

1
2 (1&1�- 5).

II. Bootstrap

Let N=n. If [X1 , ..., XN] represents an i.i.d. sample of size N from a
k-variate population F. then the distribution of the bootstrap mean can be
identified with N&1 �N

j=1 njXj , where (n1 , ..., nN) is a realization from the
multinomial distribution M(N; 1�N, } } } , 1�N). For an alternative approach
to the bootstrap, consider i.i.d. random variables Y1 , ..., YN with a common
Poisson distribution with mean 1. Then the bootstrap distribution of the
sample sum centered at its mean, is given by (1). Clearly in this case, the
moment condition of Theorem 2 on Y1 holds. By Remark 1, this leads to
Theorem 2 of Babu and Singh (1984). In the special case of s=3, and
k=1, this yields under strong non-lattice condition on F, that

- N sup
z

|P(- N (X� N&+x)�z_x)&P*(- N (X� *N&X� N)�zsN)| � 0,
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for almost all sample sequences [Xi], where X� *N denotes the bootstrapped
mean, and P* denotes the probability induced by the bootstrap sampling
scheme. Theorem 2 yields similar results for statistics which are smooth
functions of multivariate means. See Corollary 2 of Babu and Singh (1984)
for the details. The class of statistics for which these results are applicable
include, sample means, sample variances, central and non-central t-statistics
(with possibly non-normal populations), sample coefficient of variation,
maximum likelihood estimators, least squares estimators, correlation coef-
ficients, regression coefficients, and smooth transforms of these statistics.
It may be noted that if Crame� r's condition holds for F, then by Theorem 2,

N sup
z

|P(- N (X� N&+x)�z_x)&P*(- N (X� *N&X� N)�zsN)|

converges weakly to a random variable.
It is interesting to note that even when [X1 , ..., XN] represents a realiza-

tion of N random variables, not necessarily independent or identically
distributed, Theorem 2 gives an Edgeworth expansion for the bootstrap
distribution of a smooth function of the mean of Xj , as long as the condi-
tions of Theorem 1 on aj hold. The Bootstrap procedures for the sample
mean of independent but not identically distributed random variables Xi ,
along with some examples to motivate such a study, were considered by
Liu (1988). Suppose +i and _i denote the mean and the standard deviation
of Xi . Theorem 2(ii) of Liu (1988) follows from Theorems 1 and 2, as
Student's t can be expressed as a smooth function of the multivariate mean

\ 1
N

:
N

i=1

(Xi&+i),
1
N

:
N

i=1

((Xi&+i)
2&_2

i )+ .

III. Bayesian Bootstrap

Let N=n. The random weighting scheme using multinomial distribution
can be generalized to obtain, what is known as the Bayesian bootstrap.
Rubin (1981) suggested using the spacings of a sample of size (N&1) from
the uniform distribution as the random weights, instead of ni�N. This can
be arrived at by starting with a standard exponential random variable Y1 ,
and considering the posterior mean given the data [X1 , ..., XN]. In general
if Y1 has the standard gamma distribution with mean r(r>0), and if
[X1 , ..., XN] represents an i.i.d. sample from a k-variate population, then
the conditional distribution of �N

j=1 aj (Yj�rN) given �N
j=1 Yj=rN is the

same as the distribution of �N
j=1 ajZj , where (Z1 , ..., ZN) has the N-variate

Dirichlet distribution D(N; r, ..., r). Note that in this case, (Y1(�N
j=1 Yj)

&1, ...,
YN(�N

j=1 Yj)
&1) also has the same Dirichlet distribution D(N; r, ..., r).
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When r=4, Tu and Zheng (1987) have shown the second order accuracy
of the distribution of N&1�2 �N

j=1 ajV &1
N Zj�- Var(Z1) in approximating the

distribution of the mean of a random sample [Xj] from a univariate pop-
ulation.

Note that if

(Z1 , ..., ZN)=\Y1 \ :
N

j=1

Yj+
&1

, ..., YN \ :
N

j=1

Yj+
&1

+ ,

then the dispersion of N&1�2 �N
j=1 ajV &1

N Zj is (N�(N&1)) Var(Z1) I, where
I is the identity matrix. Now

Var(Z1)=Var \ Y1

�N
j=1 Yj+

=N&2 Var \ Y1

N&1 �N
j=1 Yj+

r(N+)&2 Var Y1=(N+)&2 _2.

Consequently, we define the Bayesian bootstrap distribution of - N(X� N&
+x)�_x to be the distribution of

N&1�2 \ :
N

j=1

ajV &1
N Zj+<(_�N+)=N+UN<\ :

N

j=1

Yj+ .

In practice, it is easier to generate a sequence of i.i.d. random variables
than a sequence subject to a restriction on the sum, which may be a reason
to consider the distribution of (+ - N �N

j=1 ajYj)(_ �N
j=1 Yj)

&1 instead of
the conditional distribution, in generalizing the Bayesian bootstrap. If a
gamma ``prior'' is used, then by Theorem 4 and equations (9) and (20), or
by Theorem 5 and equations (9) and (21), it follows that the Bayesian
bootstrap is second order correct in approximating the distribution of the
sample mean of k-variate sequence [X1 , ..., XN] only if E(Y1&+)3�_3=1.
This holds if and only if r=+=4, in which case, the distribution of the
vector of weights (Z1 , ..., ZN) is D(N; 4, ..., 4). This can be seen in
the univariate case (k=1) from the following arguments. Note that in the
univariate case, if }3 is defined by

}3=\ 1
N

:
N

j=1

(Xj&X� N)3+\ 1
N

:
N

j=1

(Xj&X� N)2+
&3�2

,
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then

P \\+ - N :
N

j=1

(Xj&X� N) Yj+<\_sN :
N

j=1

Yj+�z+
=|

z

&� \1+
#3}3

6 - N
(w3&3w)+ ,(w) dw+o \ 1

- N+ . (24)

On the other hand the classical theory of Edgeworth expansions yields

P(- N (X� N&+x)�_x�z)

=|
z

&� \1+
ko

3

6 - N
(w3&3w)+ ,(w) dw+o \ 1

- N+ , (25)

under non-lattice condition on the distribution of X1 , where ko
3 denotes the

third cumulant of X1 �_x . By the strong law of large numbers, the two
expansions (24) and (25) above together yield that, the difference between
the sampling distribution of - N (X� N&+x)�_x and the corresponding
Bayesian bootstrap distribution is o(N&1�2) uniformly in z, if and only if
#3=1.

Lo (1991) considered (+ - N �N
j=1 ajYj)(_ �N

j=1 Yj)
&1 for univariate Xj ,

when Y1 is not necessarily a gamma variable, and obtained first order
asymptotic results. Suppose Y1 is a positive random variable and [X1 , ...,
XN] represents an i.i.d. sample from a k-variate population. The distribu-
tion of + - N (�N

j=1 ajV &1
N Yj)�(_ �N

j=1 Yj), may still be called the Bayesian
bootstrap distribution of N&1�2 �N

j=1 (X1&E(X1)) �&1, where �2 denotes
the dispersion matrix of X1 . Theorem 5 gives Edgeworth expansions for
this generalized Bayesian bootstrap distribution. If #3=E((Y1&+)3) _&3=1,
then the one-term Edgeworth expansion �c

3, N in (21) leads to the second
order correctness of the generalized Bayesian bootstrap approximation. So
Theorem 5 allows us to choose Y1 from a wide class of distributions, not
just the gamma family of distributions. Hence we can choose ``priors'' from
a variety of smooth distributions.

By considering the two-term Edgeworth expansions, it can be shown
that the difference between the bootstrap distribution PN

B and the Bayesian
bootstrap distribution PN

BB is 0(N&1), whenever #3 corresponding to the
Bayesian ``prior'' is 1. That is, if Mh, 4<� and E(Y 4

1)<�, then for some
$N=o(N &1),

} | h(x)(PN
B &PN

BB)(dx) }=0(Mh, 4 N&1+|(h, $N)).
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In summary, the results show that the Bayesian bootstrap is second
order correct for any smooth positive ``prior'' as long as the third cumulant
of the ``prior'' is equal to the third power of its standard deviation. As a
consequence, among the standard gamma ``priors'', the only one that leads
to second order correctness is the one with mean 4.

IV. Weighted Bootstrap

For the Bayesian bootstrap, the resampling distribution is defined by
assigning a set of random weights to the original sample points with
weights continuously distributed. By Theorem 6, results similar to those
mentioned in the previous section on Bayesian bootstrap will also hold for
the distribution of (+�_) - N (�N

j=1 ajV &1
N Zj), if the random variables Yj

are generated from a lattice distribution and the weights Zi=Yi��N
j=1 Yj

are used. As in the case of the Bayesian bootstrap, the one-term Edgeworth
expansion matches with that of the standardized sample mean up to an
error term of the order o(N1�2), whenever #3=E((Y1&+)3) _&3=1. So one
achieves second order correctness of the weighted bootstrap whenever
#3=1, if the weights are constructed using random variables from a lattice
distribution. In particular, the second order accuracy is achieved if Y1 has
the negative binomial distribution with the parameters r=4 and p # (0, 1).
The general case of first order approximations for weighted bootstrap is
considered by Pr$stgaard and Wellner (1993).

4. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS

In this section, we briefly sketch the proofs of the Theorems. The technical
details required in the proofs are separated as lemmas and presented in the
Appendix.

We start with some notation. For non-negative integral vectors :=
(:, ..., :k) and x=(x1 , ..., xk) # Rk, we write

|:|=:1+ } } } +:k , x:=x:1
1 } } } x:k

k , and D:=D:1
1 } } } D:k

k ,

where Dj denotes the partial derivative with respect to the j th coordinate.
For any integrable function {, its Fourier transform is denoted by {̂. Let
f� N(t, v) be the characteristic function of (�N

j=1 aj Yj , �N
j=1 Yj), given by

f� N(t, v)= `
N

j=1

f� (ta$j+v),

and define

f� N, C(t, v)= `
j # C

f� (ta$j+v),
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where C is a subset of [1, ..., N]. Finally for any integer !�0, let

fN, !(t, v)=max[ | f� N, C(t, v)|],

where the maximum is taken over all subsets of [1, ..., N] of size N&!.

Proof of Theorem 1. Note that the Fourier transform of �s, N is given by

�� s, N(t, v)=\1+ :
s&2

r=1

N& j�2Pj, N(it, iv)+ exp(&1
2 (&t&2+v2)), (26)

where 2� r=N&1 �N
j=1 (iajV &1

N t$+iv)r, and

Pj, N(it, iv)=:* `
j

m=1

1
rm! \

#m+2 2� m+2

(m+2)! +
rm

exp \&
1
2

(&t&2+v2)+ .

Here �* denotes the sum over all non-negative integers rm satisfying
�1�m� j mrm= j. We use Lemma 1, which is similar to Lemma 11.6 of
Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986), that gives bounds for a signed measure
in terms of derivatives of its Fourier transform. We also use Lemma 4 that
gives bounds on the error, when a distribution is convoluted with a smooth
distribution. Fix a small '>0 and let = in Lemma 4 be ='N&(s&2)�2. Now
the theorem can be established using Lemma 1 and the estimates of the
Fourier transforms in Lemmas 2 and 3, along the lines of the proof of
Theorem 20.1 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986). See also the proof
of Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3. Essential part of any proof of the validity of
Edgeworth expansions consists of an inversion formula and the estimation
of the derivatives of the Fourier transform in several regions. By Lemma
11.6 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986), the integral in (16) is
dominated by a constant multiple of

sup
|:| �2+k+s

|
Rk+1

|D:( f� N(t, v)&�� s, N(t, v))| dt dv. (27)

We estimate (27) by dividing the range of the integration into several,
possibly overlapping, regions:

(i) &t&�N&1�2 log N, |v|�MN&1�2 log N, for some M>0

(ii) &t&�N&1�2 log N, H�|v|>MN&1�2 log N, for some M>0, H>0

(iii) N&1�2 log N�&t&�$, for some $>0

(iv) $�&t&�L, for some $>0, L>0

(v) &(t, v)&>T, for some T>0.
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We expand D:( f� N(t, v)) in the region (i), and estimate the integrand in
(27). Lemma 2 is used for the regions (iii) and (iv), and Lemma 3 is used
for the region (ii) to estimate the integrand in (27). Finally Lemma 6 is
used in region (v), as in the proof of Theorem 19.5 of Bhattacharya and
Ranga Rao (1986), to arrive at (16). To prove (17), we use inequality (32)
of Lemma 1 instead of Lemma 11.6 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao
(1986). In addition, Lemmas 2, 3 and 6 are used as above, together with
the arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 19.3 of Bhattacharya and
Ranga Rao (1986) to get (17). The details are omitted.

Proofs of Theorems 2 and 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 or
Theorem 3, the functions � h(x) �s, N(x, y) dx, and `s, N defined in (12), are
bounded. Furthermore, for any G�0, lim infN � � inf | y|�G |`s, N( y)|>0.
Theorems 2 follows from (11) and Theorem 1. Theorem 4 follows from
(14) and Theorem 3.

Proofs of Theorems 5 and 6. Let Zi=Yi (�N
j=1 Yj)

&1 whenever �N
j=1 Yj>

0, and let HN denote the indicator function of ( |�N
j=1 (Yj&+)|>N+�2).

Note that +>0, and E(Zj HN)=E(Z1HN) for all j. By Theorem 2 of
Michel (1976), there exists a constant k1 such that

E(HN)=O(N 2&3s)�2)+NP( |Y1&+|>k1+N)

=O(N (2&3s)�2+N1&sE( |Y1 | s I( |Y1 |>2&1�2k1 +N)))

=o(N1&s).

By (35) there exists a *>0 such that V 2
N&*I is non-negative definite and

hence &aj V &1
N &�&aj& *&1�2 for all large N. Furthermore, as �N

j=1 Zj=1, it
follows that E(Z1HN)=N&1E(HN). So by (28) we have for some constant
M2>0,

M2E \h \_NUN \ :
N

j=1

Yj+
&1

+ HN+
�E(HN)+N s�2E \ :

N

j=1

&ajV &1
N &s ZjHN+

�E(HN)+N s�2*&s�2 \ :
N

j=1

&aj&
s+ E(Z1 HN)

�E(HN)+N s�2*&s�2 \ :
N

j=1

&aj&
s+ N&1E(HN)

=o(N&(s&2)�2). (29)
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To complete the proof of Theorem 5, we have by (16), (18), and (29) that

|
Rk

(1+&x&)s | f o
N(x)&�c

s, N(x)| dx

�|
Rk

(1+&x&)s |
| y|�+ - N�2_

|( fN(x(1+(_�+ - N) y), y)

&�s, N(x(1+(_�+ - N) y), y))(1+(_�+ - N y)k| dy dx

+E \\1+"N+UN \ :
N

j=1

Yj+
&1

"
s

+ HN++o(N&(s&2)�2)

�|
Rk || y| �+ - N�2_

(1+&x&�|1+(_�+ - N) y| )s

_| fN(x, y)&�s, N(x, y)| dy dx+o(N &(s&2)�2)

=o(N&(s&2)�2).

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

Now we turn to the remaining part of the proof of Theorem 6. Note that
the factor P(�N

j=1 Yj>0)=1&E(Y1=0)N, which appears in F o
N does not

contribute to the main terms of the expansion. From the definition of
�d

s, N(x), it is not difficult to show that

} | h(x) \ 1

- N _
:
�

n=1

�s, N(x(1+(_�+ - N) yn), yn)

_(1+(_�+ - N) yn)k&�d
s, N(x)+ dx }

=o(N&(s&2)�2),

and

} | h(x)
1

- N _
:

n : 2 |_yn|�- N +

�s, N(x(1+(_�+ - N) yn), yn)

_(1+(_�+ - N) yn)k dx }
=o(N&(s&2)�2).
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Finally, by applying Theorem 1, we obtain

} 1

- N _
:

n : 2 |_yn|<- N +
| h(x�(1&(_yn�(+ - N)))

_(_ - N FN(dx, n)&�s, N(x, yn) dx) }
=o(Mh, sN&(s&3)�2)+O(- N |(h, $N)).

The above three inequalities, combined with (29), yield Theorem 6.

APPENDIX

For the first lemma, we consider a real valued measurable function g on
Rk_Z, endowed with the product of Lebesgue measure on Rk and the
counting measure on Z. Let

ĝ(t, v)=:
m

eivm |
Rk

eitx$g(x, m) dx

denote the Fourier transform of the function g on the product space
Rk_Z. We analyze its marginal transform in the proof of Lemma 1.

Lemma 1. Let g be a real valued function on Rk_Z satisfying

:
m

|
Rk

(1+&x&)s+k+1 | g(x, m)| dx<� (30)

for some non-negative integer s. Then there exists a constant c(k) depending
only on k such that, for all integers m,

|
Rk

(1+&x&s) | g(x, m)| dx

�c(k) max
|:|�1+k+s |

?

&? \|Rk
|D:ĝ(t, v)| dt+ dv. (31)

Suppose g1 is a real valued function on Rk+1 satisfying

|
R \|Rk

(1+&x&)s+k+1 | g1(x, y)| dx+ dy<�,
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for some non-negative integer s and suppose

ĝ1(t, v)=|
Rk+1

eitx$+ivyg1(x, y) dx dy

denotes the Fourieur transform of g1 on Rk+1. Then there exists a constant
c$(k) depending only on k such that, for all y,

|
Rk

(1+&x&s) | g1(x, y)| dx�c$(k) max
|:|�1+k+s |

�

&� \|Rk
|D:ĝ1(t, v)| dt+ dv.

(32)

Proof. We assume that

|
?

&? \|Rk
|D:ĝ(t, v) |dt+ dv<�,

for vectors : of non-negative integers satisfying |:|�1+k+s. Otherwise
the result is trivial. For fixed m, let gm(x)= g(x, m) and hm, :(x)=x:gm(x).
Note that the Fourier transform ĝm of gm is given by

ĝm(t)=|
Rk

eitxg(x, m) dx,

and that the Fourier transform h� m, : of hm, : is given by (&1) |:| D:ĝm . For
each t, the Fourier transform of the function u(m)=h� m, :(t) on Z, is given
by û(v)=(&1) |:| D:ĝ(t, v). So by (30), Fubini's theorem, and the Fourier
inversion

u(m)=
1

2? |
?

&?
e&ivmû(v) dv,

we have

D:ĝm(t)=
1

2? |
?

&?
e&ivmD:ĝ(t, v) dv.

The result now follows from an application of Lemma 11.6 of Bhattacharya
and Ranga Rao (1986) to gm . This completes the proof of (31). A similar
proof yields (32).

The basic ideas of the proofs of the next two lemmas are inspired by
Erdo� s and Re� nyi (1959).
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Lemma 2. Let Y� denote the difference of two independent copies of Y.
Let m2>m1>0 be such that P(m1<|Y� |<m2)= p>0, and let !�N be a
non-negative integer. Then we have:

(a) If for some $>0, and 2>0, |dN(t)|�1&2 &t&2 for &t&�$, then
for all v, and &t&�$�m2 ,

fN, !(t, v)2�exp(!&N 2pm2
1 &t&2).

(b) For any K, L>0, and for all v,

sup
K�&t&�L

fN, !(t, v)2�exp[!&Np(1& sup
Km1�&t&�Lm2

|dN(t)| )].

Proof. Note that the characteristic function of Y� is given by | f� | 2.
Consequently,

1
N

:
N

j=1

| f� (ta$j+v)| 2=E _\ 1
N

:
N

j=1

eita$jY� + eivY� &
�E |dN(tY� )|

�1& p+E |dN(tY� ) I(m1�|Y� |�m2)| (33)

�1& p+ p sup
m1 &t&�&u&�m2 &t&

|dN(u)|. (34)

Since x�ex&1 for any non-negative x, we have for any integer !�0 and
for any subset C of [1, ..., N] of N&! integers, that

`
j # C

| f� (ta$j+v)| 2�exp \!&N+ :
j # C

| f� (ta$j+v)| 2+
�exp \!&N+ :

N

j=1

| f� (ta$+v)| 2+ .

The results (a) and (b) now follow from (33) and (34) respectively.

Lemma 3. Let E( |Y1 | 3)�M1 , _�_1 , �N
j=1 aj=0, and �N

j=1 &aj&
3�

NM, for some M>1, M1<�, _1>0. Let H=? if Y1 has a lattice distri-
bution with span 1, and let H be any positive number if Y1 has a non-lattice
distribution. Then for &t&�N&1�2 log N and H�|v|>MN&1�2 log N, we
have for any integer 0�!<N.

fN, !(t, v)�k2 exp(!&k3(log N 2),

where k2>0 and k3>0 are constants, and they may depend on M, H, !, _1

and on M1 .
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Proof. Since for all real |,

|e&i|+f� (|)&1+ 1
2_2|2|� 1

6 ||| 3 M1 ,

there exist 0<$<?�4, and 2>0 depending only on _1 and M1 such that
1
2�| f� (|)|�1&2|2, whenever |||<4$. Suppose &t&�N&1�2 log N, and
MN&1�2 log N�|v|�2$. Then for all large N, |ta$j+v|<4$ and hence we
have 1

2�| f� (ta$j+v)| and

| f� N(t, v)|�exp \&2 :
N

j=1

(ta$j+v)2+ .

As �N
j=1 aj=0, it follows that

| f� N(t, v)|�exp(&N 2v2)�exp(&M 2(log N)2),

and hence fN, !(t, v)�2! exp(&M 2(log N)2). Now suppose 2$�|v| and
&t&�N&1�2 log N. Note that for any H>4$ (if Y1 has lattice distribution
with span 1, then H=?), we have

sup
$�|||�H+$

| f� (|)|=\($, H)<1.

If the characteristic function of Y1 satisfies (13), then sup$�||| | f� (|)|=
\($, �)<1. Since sup1� j�N &aj&�MN 1�3, if &t&�N&1�2 log N, then
&ta$j &�MN&1�6 log N. Hence for large N, $�&ta$j+v&�H+$, whenever
&t&�N&1�2 log N, and 2$�|v|�H. Consequently, in this case, it follows
that fN, !(t, v)�\($, H)N&!. This completes the proof.

By Theorem 10.1 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986), for any
positive integer s, there exists a probability measure J on Rk and k4 , k5>0,
such that k4=� &x&s+k+2 dJ(x)<�, J([x : &x&<1])� 3

4 and J� (t)=0 if
&t&�k5 (t # Rk). For any =>0, let J= denote the probability measure given
by J=(E)=J(=&1E) for all borel subsets E of Rk. The next lemma follows
easily from Lemma 24.1 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1986), which is
a strengthened version of Lemma 11.1 of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao
(1986). The inequality is similar to the inequality (4.1) of Babu and Singh
(1984), and it is stated here for ready reference.

Lemma 4. Let P be a finite measure and Q a signed measure on Rk. Let
h be a real valued measurable function on Rk satisfying Mh, s<�. Then
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there exists a constant k6 depending only on s and k such that for any
0<=<1,

} | hd(P&Q) }�k6 \| (1+&x&s) d |J= V (P&Q)| (x)

+;k4=2+;3&=&1�4
+ sup

&x&�2=1�4 | |(h, 2=, x&z) d |Q| (z)+ ,

where ;=Mh, s � (1+&x&s) d(P+|Q| )(x).
Further for any 0<&x&<1 and 0<$<1, we have for some constant k7 ,

| |(h, $, x&z) ,k(z) dz

�3 | |(h, $, z) ,k(z) dz+k7Mh, s &x&1&k&s exp(&1
8 &x&&2).

The next two lemmas are required for the continuous case treated in
Theorems 3, 4 and 5. Lemma 5 describes a sieve method needed to estimate
the characteristic function in Lemma 6.

Lemma 5. Let a1 , ..., aN be vectors in Rk satisfying

(a) �N
j=1 aj=0

(b) �N
j=1 &aj&

s�NM, for some M>0 and s>2

(c) for any 0<K<L<�, (15) holds for some #=#(K, L)<1.

Then for some %>0 and N0�1, we can select m�%N groups of distinct
vectors [bij , i=1, ..., k+1, j=1, ..., m] from a1 , ..., aN , such that |det Aj |�
% and the eigenvalues of AjA$j are all bounded below by %2 for all N�N0

where

Aj=\b$1 j

1
} } }
} } }

b$(k+1) j

1 + .

Proof. By assumptions (a) and (c) there exists N1�1 such that for any
row vector l of unit length,

1
2

lV 2
Nl $=

1
2N

:
N

j=1

la$jaj l $

� } 1
N

:
N

j=1

(eila$j&1&ila$j) }
=|dN(l )&1|�1&|dN(l )|�1&#(2&1, 2)>0,
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for all N�N1 . This implies, for some *>0 and for all N�N1 , that

1
N

:
N

j=1

a$jaj&*I is non-negative definite. (35)

Let l be a row vector of unit length in Rk, 0<K<L<� and let

H(l )=H(l, K, L)=[1�i�N : K�la$i , &a&�L].

Let vi=la$i . By (a), (b) and (35), we have for all N�N1 , that

2L*[i # H(l )]�2 :
i # H(l )

vi

=2 \ :
vi>0

vi& :
0<vi<K

vi& :
vi�K, &ai &>L

vi+
� :

N

i=1

|vi |&2KN&2 :
&ai &>L

&ai&

� :
|vi |�L

|vi |&2KN&2 :
&ai&>L

&ai&

�
1
L

:
|vi |�L

v2
i &2KN&2 :

&ai&>L

&ai&

�
1
L

:
N

i=1

v2
i &2KN&

1
L

:
|vi |>L

v2
i &2 :

&ai&>L

&ai&

�
*N
L

&2KN&L1&s :
N

i=1

vs
i &2L1&s :

N

i=1

&ai&
s

�N \*
L

&2K&3ML1&s+ .

Hence, *[i # H(l)]�N%(K, L), where

%(K, L)=(2L2)&1 (*&2KL&4ML2&s)>0,

provided L>(8M*&1)1�(s&2) and K�(*�4L). Note that %(K, L) is inde-
pendent of l. Hence there exist %>0, 0<K<L<� such that for all vectors
l of unit length,

*[i # H(l, K, L)]�%N.
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Next let 0<K$<L$<�. For b # Rk, K$�&b&�L$ and &>0, let

M(b, &)=[1� j�N : |ba$j&1|>&] and K(v, &)=*[ j # M(b, &)].

By (c) there exist N0=N0(K$, L$)�N1 and #(K$, L$)<1 such that for all
N�N0 ,

N#(K$, L$)� } :
N

j=1

ei(ba$j&1) }
� } :

j � M(b, &)

(1+(ei(ba$j&1)&1)) }& :
j # M(b, &)

|ei(ba$j&1) |

�(N&K(b, &))(1&&)&K(b, &).

This implies that for all N�N0 ,

K(b, &)�N(1&&&#(K$, L$))�(2&&)>&N,

provided &=&(K$, L$) is chosen small enough. Note that & is independent
of b.

We shall now describe the selection of bij . Choose b1 to be one of the aj

with K�&aj &�L. Let l1 be a unit length vector orthogonal to b1 . Then
choose b2 one of the ai with i # H(l1). Suppose b1 , ..., bj are selected for j�
k&1, then choose a unit length vector lj orthogonal to (b1 , ..., bj). Now
select bj+1 to be one of the ai with i # H(lj). Having chosen b1 , ..., bk , define
d1=b1 , ..., dj=bjPj , where Pj denotes the projection to the orthogonal
complement of the space generated by [b1 , ..., bj&1]. Note that K�ljb$j+1

implies K�ljP$j+1b$j+1=ljd $j+1. This implies that K�&dj&�L for all j.
Now B=(b$1 , ..., b$k)=41, where 1 is an upper triangular matrix with all
the diagonal elements equal to 1 and 4=(d $1 , ..., d $k). Let e0 # Rk be the
row vector with all the entries equal to 1. Since

det 1=1 and 4$4=diag(&d1&2, ..., &dk&2), (36)

we have |det B|=|det 4|�Kk. If \max and \min respectively denote the
maximum and minimum eigenvalues of BB$, then

\max�tr(BB$)�(1+L2)(k+1)

and

\min�det(BB$)�\k
max�[(1+L2)(k+1)]&k K 2k.

Consequently k�\max�&e0B&1&2�k�\min . So K$�&e0 B&1&�L$, for some
0<K$<L$<�. Clearly K$, L$, and hence N0 depend only on K, L chosen
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earlier. Now choose bk+1 to be one of the ai with |1&e0 B&1ai |>%1=
min[%(K, L), &(K$, L$)]. Observe that

A=\b$1
1

} } }
} } }

b$k+1

1 +=\d $1
0

} } }
} } }

d $k
0

0
1+\

1
e0

4&1b$k+1

1 + .

By (36) and

}det \1
e0

4&1b$k+1

1 + }=|1&e0 1 &14&1b$k+1 |�%1 ,

we have |det A|�Kk%1 . If *min and *max are the minimum and maximum
eigenvalues of AA$ then

*max�tr(AA$)�(1+L2)(k+1)

and

*min�det(AA$)�*k
max�%2

1[(1+L2)(k+1)]&2 K 2k=%2>0.

So the eigenvalues of AA$ are bounded below by %2 .
Since for each l and b, both H(l ) and M(b, %1) contain at least N%1 many

ai , it is possible to repeat the above procedure m times, with m�%N for
some %>0. This completes the proof.

Lemma 6. Suppose �N
j=1 &aj&

s�MN for some s>2, M>0 and for any
0<K<L<�, there exists a #=#(K, L)<1, satisfying (15). If the charac-
teristic function f� of Y1 satisfies (13) for some positive integer r, then for any
T>0 and for any integer !�0, there exist '='(T, !)<1 and N0 such that

|
&(t, v)&>T

| f� N, C(t, v)| dt dv�'N, (37)

for all N�N0 and for all subsets C of [1, ..., N] of size N&!.

Proof. Without loss of generality, by subtracting N&1 �N
j=1 aj from each

ai if necessary, we assume that �N
j=1 aj=0. Note that | f� N, C(t, v)| is not

affected by this. By Lemma 5, it is possible to choose a %>0, N0�!�%, and
2m groups of distinct vectors [bij , i=1, ..., k+1, j=1, ..., 2m] from a1 , ...,
aN , such that m�%N, |det Aj |�% and the eigenvalues of AjA$j are all
bounded below by %2 for all N�N0 , where

Aj=\b$1 j

1
} } }
} } }

b$(k+1) j

1 + .
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Note that 2m&!�m, for N�N0�!�%. By dropping the groups that
contain ai for i � C, we are left with at least m groups of (k+1) distinct
vectors [bij , i=1, ..., k+1, j=1, ..., m] from [ai ; i # C]. This leads to

|
&(t, v)&>T

| f� N, C(t, v)| dt dv

�|
&(t, v)&>T

`
m

j=1

`
k+1

i=1

| f� (tb$ij+v)| dt dv

�
1
m

:
m

j=1
|

&(t, v)&>T
`

k+1

i=1

| f� (tb$ij+v)|m dt dv. (38)

For the j th summand we make the transformation w=(w1 , ..., wk+1)=
(t, v) Aj . Note that &(t, v)&>T implies &w&>%T. It follows that the j th
summand of the last term of inequality (38) is

�
1
% |

&w&>%T
`

k+1

i=1

| f� (wi)|m dw

�
1
%

:
k+1

q=1
|

|wq |>$T
`

k+1

i=1

| f� (wi)| m dw

�
1
%

:
k+1

q=1
|

|wq|>$T
| f� (wq)| m&r `

k+1

i=1

| f� (wi)| r dw

�
k+1

%
\($T )m&r \| | f� (|)| r d|+

k+1

,

where $=%�(k+1) and for any &>0.

\(&)= sup
|||>&

| f� (|)|.

By (13), the distribution corresponding to the characteristic function f� r

has a continuous density. So by Riemann-Lebesgue lemma | f� (w)| � 0 as
|w| � �. Consequently \(&)<1 for any &>0. This leads to inequality (37)
completing the proof.
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